Electronics Preresonance Stimulated Raman Scattering Imaging of Red-Shifted Proteorhodopsins: Toward Quantitation of the Membrane Potential
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ABSTRACT: Voltage imaging allows mapping of the membrane potential in living cells. Yet, current intensity-based imaging approaches are limited to relative membrane potential changes, missing important information conveyed by the absolute value of the membrane voltage. This challenge arises from various factors affecting the signal intensity, such as concentration, illumination intensity, and photobleaching. Here, we demonstrate electronic preresonance hyperspectral stimulated Raman scattering (EPR-hSRS) for spectroscopic detection of the membrane voltage using a near-infrared-absorbing microbial rhodopsin expressed in E. coli. This newly developed near-infrared active microbial rhodopsin enables electronic preresonance SRS imaging at high sensitivity. By spectral profiling, we identified voltage-sensitive SRS peaks in the fingerprint region in single E. coli cells. These spectral signatures offer a new approach for quantification of the absolute membrane voltage in living cells.

The development of imaging techniques to monitor and map action potentials in complex neural circuits has enabled neuroscientists to gain new understanding of brain function,¹−³ and holds great promise for diagnosing and treating brain disorders.⁴ The most widely adopted approach is via fluorescence imaging of voltage-sensitive dyes or proteins, in which the fluorescent intensity monitors the change of membrane potentials.⁵ Genetically encoded voltage reporters (e.g., optogenetic reporters) are especially advantageous due to their ability to label specific subtypes of neurons. Significant progress has also been made in developing voltage reporters with improved signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), voltage sensitivity, membrane localization, voltage response speed, stability of fluorescence, and red-shifted spectral profiles by using directed molecular evolution.⁶−⁹ Among these properties, the ability to absorb near-infrared (NIR) light is gaining attention because NIR light can penetrate deeper into biological tissues due to reduced scattering and absorption.⁶ However, it is challenging to generate NIR-absorbing proteins while retaining other desired properties such as voltage sensitivity. Opsin-based voltage reporters¹⁰−¹³ contain retinal chromophores, which provides an opportunity to modify their absorption spectrum by regeneration with a retinal analogue. It has recently been shown that substitution of the native retinal chromophore with chemically synthesized analogues can induce up to a ∼200 nm red shift in the absorption maximum while maintaining the protein’s ability to function as a proton pump or voltage indicator.¹⁰−¹² Together, these improvements can provide genetically encoded fluorescent voltage indicators that are compatible with optogenetic control, and with higher SNR and deeper tissue penetration capability to monitor membrane voltage changes with single-neuron sensitivity.

The ability to measure the absolute membrane voltage is important because it reflects various cellular processes where membrane potential is tightly regulated. Though the above-mentioned approaches allow for high-speed monitoring of neural activities by measuring relative membrane voltage changes, these measurements are based on fluorescence intensity changes, which are subject to many factors and
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thus not suitable for absolute voltage measurement. By ratiometric or fluorescence lifetime imaging of voltage indicators, absolute membrane voltage imaging was demonstrated in several studies. By measuring the time-domain response of a rhodopsin-based voltage sensor, absolute membrane voltage imaging was reported, but this required complex data analysis. Thus far, it remains challenging to convert fluorescence emission data into quantitative values representing the absolute voltage.

Here, we present a new approach for potentially quantitative imaging of the membrane voltage by measuring the fingerprint vibrational signal of opsin-based voltage indicators under a stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) microscope. SRS microscopy is a quantitative imaging technique providing chemical bond information. By recording a spectrum at each pixel, hyperspectral SRS microscopy further allows measurement of multiple species within a sample. The Raman signals are sensitive to the environment of the molecules, and the spectral profile can be used as a signature of the membrane voltage. SRS microscopy has a detection sensitivity down to the millimolar level. Recent development of electronic preresonance SRS microscopy further increases the SNR by tuning the pump laser to the electronic preresonance region. Using electronic preresonance hyperspectral SRS (EPR-hSRS) microscopy, we recorded the spectroscopic signatures of two red-shifted proteorhodopsin mutants containing a retinal analogue with one absorbing near 750 nm and a second absorbing near 630 nm. We identified their voltage-sensitive peaks in the fingerprint regions similar to earlier spontaneous resonance Raman measurement of ARCH, the D95N archaeorhodopsin-3 mutant fluorescence voltage sensor, and demonstrated the potential of using preresonance SRS imaging of NIR-absorbing microbial rhodopsins for quantitative mapping of the membrane voltage in single E. coli cells.

The proteorhodopsin mutants were expressed in E. coli and regenerated either with the native retinal (A1) or with the recently reported synthetic chromophore, 3-methylamino-16-nor-1,2,3,4-didehydroretinal (MMAR). MMAR incorporation into a double mutant of proteorhodopsin PR-D212N-F234S yielding PR-DNFS-MMAR (Figure S1a) has been shown to dramatically shift the absorption maximum into the NIR region (>700 nm). Smaller red shifts (80–100 nm) have been reported upon incorporation of MMAR in the single mutant PR-D97N (termed PROPS-MMAR), which has been established as a voltage indicator in E. coli. Our spectral data agree with the literature data (Figure S1b). The spectrum of PR-DNFS-MMAR showed an over 180 nm red shift in the

Figure 1. EPR-hSRS imaging of microbial rhodopsins in membrane fragments. (a) Schematic of the EPR-hSRS microscope. (b,c) SRS images and spectra of PR-DNFS-A1 and PR-DNFS-MMAR membrane fragments in (b) the C–C fingerprint region and (c) the ethylenic region. (d) Area under the curve from SRS spectra of PR-DNFS-A1 and PR-DNFS-MMAR in both spectral windows (n = 5). Error bars, SEM ***, p < 0.0001.
absorption maximum relative to PR-DNFS-A1, which would be suitable for NIR excitation. The spectrum of PROPS-MMAR showed an ~80 nm red shift in the absorption maximum relative to PROPS-A1 (Figure S1b) and was strongly broadened and hence would allow NIR excitation of PROPS-MMAR for preresonance SRS.

Resonance Raman spectroscopic analysis has shown that the C–C fingerprint (1150 to 1300 cm\(^{-1}\)) and C=C ethylenic regions (1450–1600 cm\(^{-1}\)) provide information on molecular changes in microbial rhodopsins.\(^{31–34}\) On the basis of Raman spectra of all-trans A1 and MMAR retinal (Figure S2), we identified several strong Raman peaks of these chromophores in the C–C fingerprint and C=C ethylenic regions that are distinctive from the Raman spectrum of E. coli. Note that the all-trans A1 Raman spectrum agrees with earlier Raman measurements.\(^{35}\) Therefore, we targeted these two spectral windows for identifying the spectroscopic signatures of the MMAR-rhodopsins expressed in E. coli and to test for their dependence on the membrane potential. On the basis of previous studies employing electronic preresonance SRS imaging\(^{28,29}\), optimal enhancement of the SRS signal can be achieved with an attenuated electronic background when the pump beam (\(\omega_{\text{pump}}\)) is tuned to a region away from the molecular absorption maximum (\(\omega_{\text{abs}}\)) within \(2\Gamma_0 < \omega_{\text{abs}} - \omega_{\text{pump}} < 6\Gamma_0\), where \(\Gamma_0\) represents the homogeneous line width of the electronic transition of ~700 cm\(^{-1}\).\(^{28,29}\) For imaging in C–C fingerprint and ethylenic regions, the pump beam is set between 900 and 925 nm with a fixed 1040 nm Stokes beam. This pump beam range is within \(3\Gamma_0 < 6\Gamma_0\) from the absorption of the NIR-absorbing microbial rhodopsins measured (\(\lambda = 633\) to 751 nm), which is expected to generate electronic preresonance SRS signals with optimal signal-to-background ratio. Accordingly, we designed our EPR-hSRS microscope for imaging the NIR-absorbing microbial rhodopsins in E. coli with these specifications (Figure 1a and Experimental Methods).

The SRS spectra in the C–C fingerprint and ethylenic regions were recorded using 925 and 900 nm as pump wavelengths, respectively, with 1040 nm as the Stokes wavelength in both. To validate the SRS spectra of protoorhodopsin, we prepared PR-DNFS-MMAR reconstituted into E. coli polar lipids and performed EPR-hSRS imaging in both the C–C fingerprint and ethylenic spectral windows. These SRS spectra were in good agreement with resonance Raman spectra reported previously.\(^{28,29}\) To further analyze the SRS spectra of PR-DNFS-MMAR, Lorentzian fitting was performed based on the peaks or shoulders identified in the Raman spectrum (Figure S3). The resulting cumulative fit reproduced the SRS spectra of PR-DNFS-MMAR with high fidelity (\(R^2 = 0.996\) and 0.999 for C–C fingerprint and ethylenic regions, respectively). To validate that the SRS signal is enhanced through an electronic preresonance effect, we compared the SRS intensity of PR-DNFS-MMAR (\(\lambda_{\text{abs}} = 751\) nm) with that of PR-DNFS-A1 (\(\lambda_{\text{abs}} = 563\) nm). In the C–C fingerprint region, the peaks with the largest SRS cross section were found at 1202 cm\(^{-1}\) in PR-DNFS-A1 and at 1170 cm\(^{-1}\) in PR-DNFS-MMAR (Figure 1b). In the ethylenic region, the peak for the largest SRS cross section was also downshifted by ~33 cm\(^{-1}\) from 1529 cm\(^{-1}\) in PR-DNFS-A1 to 1496 cm\(^{-1}\) in PR-DNFS-MMAR (Figure 1c).

Importantly, the SRS signals of these major peaks in NIR-absorbing PR-DNFS-MMAR were significantly higher than that of the non-NIR-absorbing PR-DNFS-A1 in both spectral windows (Figure 1d). We also note that the intensities of other SRS peaks in the same spectral window were enhanced. To quantify the signal enhancement by electronic preresonance effect, we obtained integration of the SRS signal in the whole spectral window. The integrated SRS signal from PR-DNFS-MMAR increased 4-fold in the C–C fingerprint region and increased 3-fold in the ethylenic region (Figure 1d) compared to PR-DNFS-A1. These data confirm that the SRS signal of the MMAR-chromophore is enhanced through an electronic preresonance effect and indicate that NIR-absorbing microbial rhodopsins are promising candidates for EPR-hSRS imaging.

For the voltage-sensing potential of microbial rhodopsins, a molecular mechanism has been proposed, involving a shift in the protonation equilibrium of the counterion/Schiff base complex, accompanying environmental changes such as in electric field strength.\(^{32,34,35}\) It has been shown before that the Raman profile of MMAR chromophores is strongly pH dependent.\(^{31,32}\) To test whether the SRS spectral profile recorded in E. coli can provide information on the protonation status of the counterion/Schiff base complex, we first reconstituted PROPS-MMAR containing reconstituted membrane fragments to buffers with different pH values. Because the \(pK_a\) of the counterion (D97) in PR-DNFS-MMAR is ~8.0,\(^{30,38}\) reconstituted PR-DNFS membranes at pH 7.0 mainly represent the protonated counterion, while at pH 9.5, a fraction of the counterion is deprotonated. In the C–C fingerprint window, the peak ratio of 1246 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1170 cm\(^{-1}\) was significantly reduced at pH 9.5 (Figure S4b). In contrast, the counterion in PROPS-MMAR is replaced by Asn (D97N) and the \(pK_a\) of the Schiff base is much higher (~9.6), and we did not observe significant spectral changes between pH 7 and 9.5 (Figure S5). Similarly, a significant effect was previously observed using stimulated Raman spectroscopy in PR-MMAR in detergent solution.\(^{11}\) While the 1250 cm\(^{-1}\) band has not yet assigned, it has been suggested it arises from the aromatic C–N stretch that is specific to the MMAR chromophore.\(^{11}\) One possible explanation for the effect of membrane potential on the peak ratio (\(I_{1246}/I_{1170}\)) is due to the response of the electronic structure of the MMAR chromophore to protonation of the counterion Asp97, which is facilitated by the presence of the methylamino group at the aromatic ring, which allows equivalent resonance structures in the MMAR chromophore.\(^{11,30,39}\) This supports the concept that the spectral profile in the C–C fingerprint window is sensitive to the protonation state of the counterion/Schiff base complex of MMAR-rhodopsins.

To further test whether the ratio of the 1246 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1170 cm\(^{-1}\) peak can be used to map the membrane potential in E. coli, we performed EPR-hSRS imaging of E. coli expressing PR-DNFS-MMAR. E. coli in PBS buffer (pH 7.0) has been shown to maintain a negative membrane potential,\(^{40}\) which would shift the counterion equilibrium toward the deprotonated state.\(^{31}\) Indeed, PR-DNFS-MMAR in E. coli showed a 1246 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1170 cm\(^{-1}\) peak ratio, which is close to the one observed in the reconstituted membrane fragments at pH 9.5 (Figure S4c,d). Following collapse of the membrane potential of E. coli by gentle sonication, the 1246 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1170 cm\(^{-1}\) peak ratio increased significantly (Figure S4c,d). These results indicate that the 1246 cm\(^{-1}\) to 1170 cm\(^{-1}\) peak ratio can be used as a spectroscopic signature of the protonation state of the counterion/Schiff base complex in PR-DNFS-MMAR and that it responds to changes in membrane potential.

Compared to PR-DNFS, PROPS protein does not have light-induced proton pumping activity and would be a better
voltage indicator. However, in agreement with the above result, we found that the C−C stretch fingerprint region of PROPS-MMAR when measured in E. coli is also insensitive to changes in membrane potential (Figure S6). We therefore investigated the SRS spectrum of PROPS in the ethylenic region. PROPS regenerated with native retinal (PROPS-A1) displays a peak at 1531 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure S7a), which is in agreement with the previous Raman studies of PR and assigned to the C=C ethylenic stretch mode.\textsuperscript{11,12} Compared to PROPS-A1, the νC=C of PROPS-MMAR was downshifted by 13 cm$^{-1}$ to 1518 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure S7b). Considering the red shift in $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ between PROPS-MMAR and PROPS-A1 (78 nm), this downshift in frequency is in agreement with the empirical inverse relationship between $\lambda_{\text{max}}$ and νC=C.\textsuperscript{12,41,42} A large downshift in frequency was also observed between PR-DNFS-A1 and PR-DNFS-MMAR (Figure 1c). Note, however, that fewer redshifted species may also be present that are not resonance-enhanced by the SRS measurements but do appear using 532 nm probe excitation.\textsuperscript{12}

To evaluate if the SRS spectral profile in the ethylenic window can serve as a quantitative signature for the membrane potential, we deposited a reconstituted PROPS-MMAR membrane on the indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass slide to form multilamellar films and applied voltage by a potentiostat across the deposited membrane fragments while they were immersed in PBS buffer. After spectral analysis of the EPR-hSRS images of the membrane fragments at different potentials, we found linear correlation between the 1520 cm$^{-1}$ and 1465 cm$^{-1}$ peaks of PROPS-MMAR membrane fragments deposited on the ITO glass with different potentials applied across the membrane in PBS buffer (pH 7.0). All potentials were referred to the Ag/AgCl electrode. Mean ± standard deviation. (b) SRS spectra of PROPS-MMAR in E. coli. The membrane potential (ΔΨ) was eliminated by sonication. (c) Mean I$_{1520}$/I$_{1465}$ of PROPS-MMAR in E. coli with intact ΔΨ ($n=3$) and E. coli with disrupted ΔΨ ($n=3$). Error bars, SEM. n.s., not significant. *p < 0.05. Figure 2. SRS spectroscopic signature of the membrane potential in PROPS-MMAR. (a) Plot of the ratio between I$_{1520}$ and I$_{1465}$ in PROPS-MMAR membrane fragments deposited on the ITO glass with different potentials applied across the membrane in PBS buffer (pH 7.0). All potentials were referred to the Ag/AgCl electrode. Mean ± standard deviation. (b) SRS spectra of PROPS-MMAR in E. coli. The membrane potential (ΔΨ) was eliminated by sonication. (c) Mean I$_{1520}$/I$_{1465}$ of PROPS-MMAR in E. coli with intact ΔΨ ($n=3$) and E. coli with disrupted ΔΨ ($n=3$). Error bars, SEM. n.s., not significant. *p < 0.05.

Figure 3. Denoising in spatial and spectral domains allows SRS imaging of single PROPS-MMAR-expressing E. coli cells. (a) Raw SRS image (1465 cm$^{-1}$) of PROPS-MMAR-expressing E. coli cells in PBS. (b) Denoised SRS image by the denoising algorithm. (c) Transmission image of the same field of view as that in (a). (d) Raw SRS spectra of a single PROPS-MMAR-expressing E. coli cell and background (BG) derived from four pixels as indicated in (a). (e) Denoised SRS spectra from the same positions. (f) Intensity cross section indicated with solid lines in (a) and (b). Scale bar: 5 μm.
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Figure 1. EPR-hSRS imaging of PROPS-MMAR in single E. coli cells for sensing the membrane potential. (a) SRS images (1465 cm\(^{-1}\)) of PROPS-MMAR-expressing E. coli cells in PBS. The membrane potential (\(\Delta \Psi\)) was eliminated by sonication. The images were subjected to a denoising algorithm. (b) SRS image of E. coli cells with no PROPS-MMAR expression in PBS. Scale bar: 5 \(\mu m\). (c) Representative raw SRS spectra from single E. coli cells. (d) SRS spectra of PROPS-MMAR E. coli with different \(\Delta \Psi\) values after subtraction of the E. coli background. (e) Statistical analysis of spectral differences between PROPS-MMAR E. coli with \(\Delta \Psi\) (\(n=4\)) and without \(\Delta \Psi\) (\(n=3\)). Error bars, SEM. * \(p<0.05\). (f) Two-photon fluorescence and SRS images (1508 cm\(^{-1}\)) of Archon-MMAR-GFP-expressing rat cortical neurons at resting potential. GFP signal is used to confirm the expression of Archon protein. Scale bar: 10 \(\mu m\). (g) SRS spectra of Archon-MMAR from a single neuron at resting potential after subtraction of the neuron background.

SRS signal was obtained from single E. coli cells due to the lower concentration and volume of PROPS-MMAR probed compared to the bulk measurement of PROPS-MMAR-expressing E. coli in a capillary (Figure 3a). By applying a denoising algorithm based on total variation minimization (Figure 3b), the spectral resolution improved significantly (Figure 3d,e). At the same time, the denoising algorithm improved the SNR in the spatial domain about 5-fold (Figure 3f), allowing differentiation of single E. coli cells. This significant improvement in SNR enabled visualization of SRS spectra from single PROPS-MMAR-expressing E. coli cells (Videos S1 and S2).
To verify voltage imaging using the C=C signature of PROPS-MMAR in single *E. coli* cells, we performed EPR-hSRS imaging of PROPS-MMAR-expressing *E. coli* cells with an intact unsonicated or collapsed transmembrane potential after sonication (Figure 4a). The SRS spectra from single PROPS-MMAR-expressing *E. coli* cells displayed a prominent peak at 1480 cm$^{-1}$ with weak shoulders at higher wavenumber (Figure 4c). We note that this spectral profile from single *E. coli* cells differs considerably from that of reconstituted membrane fragments (Figure S7). This is likely due to the high endogenous background signal from *E. coli*. Indeed, the SRS spectrum from an *E. coli* cell without PROPS-MMAR expression also showed a strong peak at 1480 cm$^{-1}$ (Figure 4b,c). Hence, not surprisingly, the SRS spectra of a PROPS-MMAR-expressing *E. coli* cell are a superposition of the signal from PROPS-MMAR and the background from *E. coli*. To extract the PROPS-MMAR signal, the SRS spectrum of PROPS-free *E. coli* was subtracted from the SRS spectra of PROPS-MMAR-expressing *E. coli*. After noise and background removal, a distinct spectral profile of PROPS-MMAR was obtained from single *E. coli* (Figure 4d), which is quite similar to bulk measurement of *E. coli* expressing PROPS-MMAR in a capillary (Figure 2b). We note that the appearance of a peak at 1547 cm$^{-1}$ in the single *E. coli* cells after background removal, which might be the contribution of the amide II band (1520–1570 cm$^{-1}$) from the cytoplasm of *E. coli* cells. Consistent with the bulk measurement of PROPS-MMAR-expressing *E. coli* in a capillary, the 1520 cm$^{-1}$ to 1465 cm$^{-1}$ peak ratio significantly increased when the membrane potential was disrupted in *E. coli* cells compared to the peak ratio in depolarized (i.e., normal negative membrane potential) *E. coli* cells (Figure 4d). Statistical analysis of multiple cells demonstrated multicolor voltage imaging and corroborated our observation that the SRS peak at $\sim$1520 cm$^{-1}$ is voltage-sensitive (Figure 4e). These results collectively indicate that the 1520 cm$^{-1}$ to 1465 cm$^{-1}$ peak ratio can be used as a spectroscopic signature of the membrane potential and EPR-SRS imaging allows membrane potential detection with single *E. coli* cell sensitivity. To show the potential of applying EPR-hSRS to map the membrane voltage in neurons, we pursued two-photon fluorescence and SRS imaging of an MMAR-incorporated voltage sensor, Archons$^6$ expressed in rat cortical neurons (Figure 4f). In the fingerprint region, a similar peak at around 1508 cm$^{-1}$ is clearly identified as the SRS signal from Archon-MMAR (Figure 4g).

While the voltage and pH-induced changes that we observe in the C=C stretch ethylenic region are not yet understood on a molecular level, they may reflect changes in the charge distribution and resonance state of the chromophore. In fact, in an earlier study using NIR resonance Raman confocal microscopy, *E. coli* expressing the D95N mutant of AR3, which is homologous to PROPS (the mutant D97N of PR), was observed to cause changes in both the fingerprint and ethylenic regions due to alterations in the membrane potential.$^{15}$ These changes were attributed to the effects of the membrane potential on the protonation state of the Schiff base of an N-like species that exists even in the unphotolyzed state in equilibrium with an O-like species.

This study demonstrates the feasibility of the novel concept of performing qualitative voltage imaging by measuring the voltage-sensitive spectral signatures of membrane potential reporters using EPR-hSRS. An electronic preresonance configuration significantly enhanced the SRS signal, allowing hyperspectral SRS imaging of voltage indicators with sufficient sensitivity to probe single *E. coli* cells. Importantly, the use of light with wavelengths $>700$ nm to obtain EPR-hSRS opens the possibility of voltage imaging of deep tissues that strongly absorb and scatter visible light.$^6$ For example, EPR-hSRS imaging of bacterial pathogens in intact tissues, even in living animals, can reveal information about the state of these pathogens and even the mechanism of pathogenesis. While proteorhodopsin does not express well in animal cells, a similar application of EPR-hSRS imaging to other MMAR-containing microbial rhodopsins such as Archaerhodopsin-3 (AR3)$^{39}$ and AR3-derived voltage sensors known as QuasArs$^{44}$ and Archons$^6$ that do express well in animal cells is also feasible (Figure 4f,g). One of the important considerations is the imaging speed. Our current work demonstrates imaging of the resting membrane potential change with a 10 µs pixel dwell time, which takes 120–360 ms to image an SRS spectrum of a single *E. coli* (100–300 pixels, 120 frames for hyperspectral SRS stack). This imaging speed is sufficient to monitor spiking in *E. coli* cells (one spike lasts for 1–40 s$^{-1}$) but not fast enough for action potentials in neurons. The recent advances in hyperspectral SRS imaging setup, such as the multiplex SRS system (32 µs pixel dwell time for an SRS spectrum)$^{45}$ and polygonal scanning-based SRS system (0.1 µs pixel dwell time for an SRS spectrum)$^{46}$ provide promising approaches. In summary, we identified two potential SRS spectral profile windows for quantitative imaging of the membrane potential in proteorhodopsins containing the red-shifting analogue chromophore MMAR. SRS imaging in combination with such NIR-sensitive microbial rhodopsin voltage sensors provides novel prospects for mapping the absolute membrane potential in living cells, from bacteria up to neurons.
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